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Full Circle with Elsevier
Elsevier 360 | August 26, 2022
Elsevier 360 offers program continuity with interconnected learning tools and resources that foster the development of clinical judgment and nursing competency. But have you wondered what exactly that would look like for you and your students?

Now, you can see how Elsevier 360 would benefit your program with our Value Calculator! Simply answer a few questions about your program’s type, size, and goals to get a personalized benefit analysis that explains the value Elsevier 360 would bring to your curriculum.

› Discover Now

Next Gen NCLEX®
6 Months Until NGN
In our recent NGN webinar, nursing education experts Carolyn Kerns and Ben Babcock share which NGN item types are best to measure different cognitive skills featured in Layer 3 of the NC-SBN Clinical Judgment Measurement Model (NCJM3) and common mistakes to avoid when writing new NGN item types.

› Watch the Recording

New & Noteworthy
In order to provide a more efficient and effective user experience, Sherpath has been enhanced. The new version is your one-stop destination for a fully integrated digital course experience that features enhanced course management and customization capabilities, a refreshed student interface, and a new performance dashboard.

› Learn More

How Can We Help?
Contact us for more information about any of these products and solutions, or if you’d like to learn how a custom bundle can save money for your students.

› Contact Us
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